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Structural variations are common in the human genome, but their contributions to human diseases
have been hard to define. Lupia´n˜ez et al. demonstrate that some structural variants can interrupt
chromatin topology, resulting in ectopic enhancer-promoter interactions, altered spatiotemporal
gene expression patterns, and developmental disorders.Structural variations, such as inser-
tion, deletion, duplication, translocation,
or inversion of DNA segments, are
commonly associated with human dis-
eases, ranging from autism to cancer
(Stankiewicz and Lupski, 2010). However,
determining how these variants contribute
to human diseases remains one of the
greatest challenges ingenomics research.
Typically, structural variations that affect
the copy number of a gene are thought
to act through gene dosage effects.
However, if a structural variant occurs in
a non-coding region of the genome, pre-
dicting the phenotypic consequences is
very challenging. In this issue of Cell,
Lupia´n˜ez et al. illustrate a conceptual
framework to interrogate the molecular
mechanisms by which structural variants
cause developmental defects in humans
(Lupia´n˜ez et al., 2015). The authors show
that disruption of chromatin organization
by inversion, duplication or deletion is
the culprit of at least three related human
genetic disorders.
In interphase nuclei, chromosomes
occupy distinct volumes termed ‘‘chro-
mosome territories.’’ Each chromosome
folds into a complex and dynamic struc-
ture, the form of which has been the
subject of intense investigation recently.
A key feature of themammalian chromatin
organization that has emerged from
genome-wide chromatin interaction as-
says is topologically associating domains
(TADs), which partition each interphase
chromosome into megabase-sized seg-
ments that exhibit frequent intra-domain
chromatin interactions but relatively rare
inter-domain interactions (Sexton and
Cavalli, 2015). TADs are remarkably
conserved between different cell types,suggesting that they are stable during
development and are not easily disrupted
by transcriptional activities of the cell.
Furthermore, the TADs from related
species are highly similar, indicating a
strong evolutionary pressure to preserve
such chromatin organization (Dixon
et al., 2012). These findings have led to
the proposal that TADs are important for
maintaining proper enhancer-promoter
interactions and ensuring precise spatio-
temporal gene expression patterns during
animal development (Dixon et al., 2012;
Nora et al., 2012). Supporting this predic-
tion, several studies have shown that
deletion or inversion of TAD boundaries
can disrupt TADs organization and lead
to altered gene expression in cultured
cells and in animals (Andrey et al., 2013;
Nora et al., 2012). However, little evidence
to date had linked alterations of these
genomic structures to human disease.
Lupia´n˜ez et al. studied the structural
variants underlying three congenital birth
defects in humans. By genome se-
quencing or array CGH they precisely
defined the nature and location of struc-
tural variants and found that they all
span a TAD boundary near the EPHA4
gene (Figure 1). The authors hypothesized
that these structural variants could disrupt
local chromatin organization and alter
enhancer/promoter interactions, leading
to ectopic expression of the adjacent
genes, including WNT6, IHH, and PAX3,
all of which are implicated in vertebrate
limb development (Geetha-Loganathan
et al., 2005; Yang et al., 1998).
To test this hypothesis, Lupia´n˜ez et al.
used the CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing
tool to create several mouse models that
recapitulate the structural changes foundCellin the human cases (Figure 1). Remark-
ably, mutant mice carrying these struc-
tural alterations accurately reproduce
the human disease phenotypes of altered
digits and limb malformation, confirming
that the structural variations are indeed
responsible for the developmental disor-
ders. Analysis of gene expression profiles
revealed that WNT6, IHH, or PAX3 are
ectopically expressed in e11.5 limb buds
in the mouse models with corresponding
structural changes. To further understand
the mechanisms responsible for WNT6,
IHH, and PAX3 misexpression in these
mutant mice, the authors carried out
4C-seq experiments, which can reveal
the chromatin interactions between a
bait sequence and the rest of the genome.
The results confirmed that structural
changes indeed resulted in reorganization
of the local chromatin architecture,
producing new interactions between a
cluster of enhancers that is typically
restricted to the EPHA4 gene and the
promoter of WNT, IHH, or PAX3 in the
respective mouse model. Finally, to
show that the increased interactions
were due to disruption of TAD bound-
aries, but not decreased linear genomic
distances per se, the authors generated
additional mutant mouse strains that
contain essentially the same-sized ge-
nomic deletions but with intact TAD
boundaries. These mouse strains have
normal limb and digits. These carefully
designed experiments provided the
strongest evidence yet that disruption
of TADs by structural variants could
cause developmental disorders in hu-
mans (Figure 1).
The demonstration that structural varia-
tions in the mouse genome could lead to161, May 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 955
Figure 1. Structural Variation and Pathological Rewiring of Genetic Regulatory Interactions
A genetic locus that includes genes and enhancers relevant to mammalian limb formation (top) has undergone deletions and inversions in humans, causing
altered promoter-enhancer interactions (middle) and three distinct malformation syndromes (bottom). Recapitulating these structural variations in mice indicates
that disruption of the TAD boundary domain is a key component of rewired circuitry and a pathological phenotype.developmental defects that mimic the hu-
man disorders is remarkable. Underlying
the success of this approach are two
properties of the chromatin organization
in mammalian cells. First, the TAD struc-
tures are conserved between the mouse
and the human genome. Thus, structural
changes in syntenic sequences in the
two genomes resulted in similar disrup-
tion of TADs in both species. Second,
TADs are highly similar between different
cell types in the body. Based on these ob-
servations, Lupia´n˜ez et al. performed 4C-
seq on patient fibroblasts and were able
to show the same reorganization of chro-956 Cell 161, May 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inmatin architecture and abnormal interac-
tions as they had observed in the mutant
mouse limb buds. Hence, it is possible
to use human fibroblasts to demonstrate
alterations of chromatin topology present
in human embryonic limb buds carrying
structural variants, since the latter are
nearly impossible to obtain for research.
Why are TADs conserved in different
cell types and between different species?
This is likely because TADs are defined by
highly conserved boundary sequences
and specific DNA-binding factors that
recognize unique DNA elements in these
regions. One of the DNA-binding proteinsc.that are likely responsible for establishing
TADs is the ubiquitously expressed
CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF), binding
sites of which are enriched at the TAD
boundaries. CTCF is highly conserved in
vertebrates and in many metazoan
species, with DNA-binding specificity
essentially unchanged during evolution
(Ong and Corces, 2014). CTCF-binding
sites at a boundary in the HoxA locus
are necessary for the separation of two
TADs. Point mutations or small insertion/
deletions that disrupt one of the CTCF-
binding sites can lead to increased
expression of a gene adjacent to the
boundary attributed to increased chro-
matin interactions (Narendra et al.,
2015). While it is still unclear how exactly
CTCF contributes to formation or mainte-
nance of TAD boundaries, its ubiquitous
expression pattern and high degree of
protein sequence conservation help to
explain the stable TADs structure in
different cell types and species.
The newly reported findings demon-
strate that inversions, deletions, or other
structural variations that affect TAD
boundaries can change chromatin organi-
zation, rewire enhancer-promoter interac-
tions, alter gene expression patterns, and
cause human diseases. As more and
more structural variants are discovered
in the human genome and are linkedto uncharacterized genetic disorders,
consideration of their impact on chro-
matin topology will be essential for under-
standing their molecular mechanisms of
pathogenesis.
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A mechanistic understanding of how plant pathogens modulate their hosts is critical for rationally
engineered disease resistance in agricultural systems. Two new studies show that genomically
paired plant immune receptors have incorporated decoy domains that structurally mimic pathogen
virulence targets to monitor attempted host immunosuppression.Humans have been manipulating genes
encoding plant immune system receptors
for a hundred years. Our foods reflect the
immense success of Mendelian genetics,
now coupled with genomics-based tech-
nologies, in the hands of plant breeders.
However, compare that century of human
opportunity to the millennia that patho-
genic microbes have had to target and
suppress critical components of the plant
immune system, allowing them to evade
host recognition, proliferate, and cause
disease. The resulting arsenal of virulenceproteins independently evolved in mi-
crobes as diverse as bacteria, fungi,
oomycetes, and nematodes. This evolu-
tionary tug of war presents ongoing chal-
lenges for plant breeders, who must
continually identify new genetic sources
of useful immune receptors, and fantastic
opportunities for molecular biologists to
accelerate our mechanistic understand-
ing of host immunity. In this issue of
Cell, two groups Le Roux et al. (2015
and Sarris et al. (2015) dissect the
mechanism by which plant effectorsactivate an unusual class of immune re-
ceptor. In doing so, they reveal a hidden
genomic signature that facilitates defini-
tion of novel host targets across the plant
phylogeny.
Lacking an adaptive immune system
and circulating immunocytes, plants
rely on an elaborate innate immune sys-
tem to defend themselves against patho-
gens. The plant immune system can be
divided into two tiers (Jones and Dangl,
2006). The first contains receptors
able to recognize several classes of161, May 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 957
